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Dear Planning Inspectorate
It appears that yet another occurrence of poor planning has manifested itself with the “sudden”
realisation regarding the immense water requirement for the proposal to develop Sizewell,
Suffolk with adjacent twin reactors as Sizewell C and now a desalination plant is being considered
Surely this represents once more that EDF and their partner organisations are poorly prepared
and do not present a workable solution on top of other illogical proposals for such an unsuitable
site… mitigation is an extremely poor substitute for proper advanced consideration
Only this week the Government has stated it is committed to reducing carbon emissions within
the construction industry and with concrete production being one of the worst offenders a
project such as Sizewell C must be put at the top of a pollutant list, given projected timescale,
movement of vehicles, people and environmental destruction with an unbelievable legacy of
spent nuclear fuel for many future generations to come
It is amazing that the proposals have been pushed ahead despite the unprecedented time of the
pandemic and are still being pursued given the widely known and documented adverse aspects
of the site – it is widely recognised that it would have incalculable and long lasting, damaging
effects on an area of natural beauty and renowned for its value and reliance on tourism
This aspect especially important in providing the proven health benefits of a precious and
delicate natural world, which is vital for the health and well being of all who enjoy what this
unique area has to offer as residents or visitors
Uncertain finances and the predicted rising cost implications which we as a nation cannot afford
surely further endorse the very valid reasons for a “non” vote…
The huge strides being made in renewable energy are going to increase dramatically and
outpace any such development as Sizewell C and yet, should concern be raised about power
demand/production requirements then a more suitable site with existing industrial
infrastructure and access such as the north east would no doubt be far more suitable …and less
costly
Given such overwhelming and demanding logic against such a proposal it is truly hoped this
latest Deadline content will be rejected along with the whole concept
Yours sincerely
Richard Nichols
A Suffolk person, born & bred here, living here, working here …valuing the truly unique, existing
values and environment here

